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Vyacheslav E. Poluektov 7 years ago keyword site blog Sandy 7 years
ago I wanted to make sure IÂ  understand your article. IÂ  did not realize
that your book had licenses for other people. But thatÂ  does not change
the fact that you have a false license claim. (though i may be wrong) You

have an author page for the Simultrain: PC Trainer DVD and the book.
You talk about the book as if that is the only thing that you have written.
However, your author profile lists other titles, for example,Â Â Evolution
of Computer Networks by Murali NatarajanÂ . James Shields 7 years ago
Hi I have designed the website and I have no idea how the site should

have picture. There should be some kind of picture at the top of page. I
have a ajax cart in the header too. What should I do in order to make it

cool. I am just beginner to website designing. Sandy 7 years ago Hi
James, Thank you for contacting me with your comments. I understand
your request and your concerns. I would suggest making an image of
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your logo for the top of the page, it will be on every page of your
website. Once you have done this, you need to go back to your website
and edit the HTML, you will find that you need to insert a small image

tag above the page. Instead of the image tag, enter this link:
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